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Ordering Information

Dryad Press is an independent publishing company dedicated to the promotion 
and publication of poetry in South Africa. We welcome you to the Dryad Press 
poetry catalogue updated to include all our titles from January 2017 through to July 
2021. The catalogue is live, so if you wish to learn more about individual titles, just 
click on the covers and you will be directed to our Dryad Press online bookstore 
where you will find more reviews, quotes, and book reviews and interviews. We 
will periodically update this catalogue with new titles, as and when they become 
available. Feel free to sign up to receive notifications via email, or follow us on 
social media.

All our titles are available for immediate supply within South Africa via our 
Dryad Press online bookstore. Bookstores within South Africa are supplied by 
our distribution house Protea Distribution. International distribution is online via 
African Books Collective. Libraries can order our titles from EBSCO. Details and 
links to each distributor is included below.

Local Orders:
Dryad Press  
Michèle Betty     
https://dryadpress.co.za   
business@dryadpress.co.za    

Bookstore Orders:
Protea Distribution
Tamsin Doubell
orders@proteadistribution.co.za

Overseas Orders:
African Books Collective
Justin Fox
http://www.africanbookscollective.com
justin@africanbookscollective.com

Library Orders:
EBSCO
Email: mailsa@ebsco.com 
Website: www.ebsco.com
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Transcontinental Delay

Simon van Schalkwyk is a lecturer in the Department of English Studies at Wits University and is the 
academic editor for The Johannesburg Review of Books. He is a recipient of The Philip Stein Award for Poetry 
and also of the Mamphela Ramphele scholarship. He has BA Hons and PhD degrees in English literature 
from the University of Cape Town and went on to obtain a Masters of Art in Modern and Contemporary 
Poetry from the University of Bristol in the United Kingdom. He has been an active presence in South 
Africa’s literary scene – contributing occasional essays, critical reviews of novels and poetry to Aerodrome, 
The Conversation and The Johannesburg Review of Books, and conducting interviews for The Johannesburg 
Review of Books with writers and scholars. His poetry has appeared in New Contrast: The South African 
Literary Journal, The Johannesburg Review of Books and Imago. Transcontinental Delay is his debut poetry 
collection.

Transcontinental Delay 
Simon van Schalkwyk
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
February 2021 
92 Pages
978-1-990992-28-5
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Simon van Schalkwyk

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

“  Simon van Schalkwyk’s poetry pulls the world into uncommon focus. He is a poet of place and 
occasion, using telling precision of words, and the upending image. Not only is this a startling 
debut of maturity and accomplishment, but among its poems are those which, from the outset, will 
enter the literature.” - P. R. Anderson

“  Meanwhile, the ocean
 ducks and falls like a penguin.
 You ask the time and I tell you—
 it is late, we have missed the hour
 of embarkation.”

 ‘A Question for the South  
 Atlantic Ocean’

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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Palimpsests

“ Chris Mann’s poetry is a feast of verse, a rare dance of words. It is pungent, brave and beautiful with 
a plethora of influences, from mythology to history, archaeology, architecture, holy books, memory and 
personal experience. What a delicious mixture Mann offers to the world!”

  - Professor Mogomme A. Masoga, Dean of the Faculty of Arts, University of Zululand 

Chris  Mann  was  Emeritus  Professor  of  Poetry  at  Rhodes University. Before his move to Rhodes, 
he worked in rural education and development for over a decade, primarily as a director of the Valley 
Trust outside Durban. He founded Wordfest South Africa at Rhodes University and his published work 
includes fifteen poetry collections and several verse plays. He is the recipient of an English Academy 
Gold Medal (2019), the Patricia Schonstein Poetry in McGregor Prize (2019), a Standard Bank National 
Arts Festival Ovation Award for his play, The Ballad of Dirk de Bruin (2014), the Thomas Pringle Award for 
Poetry (2007), the Olive Schreiner Award for South African Poetry (1983) and, while a Rhodes scholar at 
Oxford University, the Sir Roger Newdigate Prize (1973).

Author Biography

Palimpsests
Chris Mann
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
June 2021 
82 Pages
978-1-990992-26-1
Poetry Collection
R180

Chris Mann

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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The Mountain Behind the House

Kobus Moolman is currently Professor of Creative Writing at the University of the Western Cape, 
South Africa. He has published seven collections of poetry and two plays, and has edited a collection of 
poetry, prose and art by South African writers living with disabilities. He has won numerous local and 
international awards for his work, including most recently the 2015 Glenna Luschei Award for African 
Poetry. He was guest editor of the first special issue of Current Writing Journal dedicated entirely to the 
teaching of creative writing. His first collection of short fiction, The Swimming Lesson and Other Stories was 
published in 2017.

The Mountain Behind the House 
Kobus Moolman
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
October 2020 
80 Pages
9-781990-961977
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Kobus Moolman

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

“ The Mountain Behind the House is a collection to be treasured. The poet’s sparse, controlled 
style serves as the foundation for poems replete with emotional energy, elliptical resonance and 
symbolic power. Through Moolman’s defamiliarising gaze, social and natural landscapes are 
conjured anew, laying bare unsettling realities and rarely acknowledged truths.” - Kelwyn Sole

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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River Willows: Senryu from Lockdown

“ identical days
 trail one after the other:
 each unlike the rest

 after brusque jostling
 in shops with payday people:
 the refuge of home

 May arrived today  
 walking jogging biking in:
 life remains fragile”

These poems began as a literary project adopted 
during the lockdown that followed the Covid-19 
pandemic in 2020: to write a senryū a day. After 
83 days of lockdown, 111 were complete. Made 
all the more poignant by the untimely death of 
the poet’s wife during this time, these poems are 
haunting in their significance and insight.

Tony Ullyatt is an award-winning author, scriptwriter, playwright, literary critic, poet and translator. 
He was born in Nottingham and educated in the United Kingdom, India, Kenya, South Africa and 
New Zealand. Between 1983 and 2003, he was professor of English at the University of the Free State 
in Bloemfontein, South Africa. His first poems appeared in 1974 and his work has since been published 
locally and internationally. He is the author of A Profusion of Choices: An Introduction to the Study of Poems 
(JL Van Schaik, 1994). His debut collection, An Unobtrusive Vice (Dryad Press, 2018), was the recipient of 
the 2019 South African Literary Award for poetry.

Author Biography

River Willows: Senryū from Lockdown
Tony Ullyatt
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
October 2020 
66 Pages
978-1-990983-26-9
Poetry Collection
R150 Tony Ullyatt

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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In Praise of Hotel Rooms

“ Fiona Zerbst is one of the finest poets writing in South 
Africa today. In this, her fifth collection, she reflects on 
the notion of habitation – of human life as a series of 
sojourning moments. Her delicate evocations of complex 
relationships, landscapes and the lives of animals reveal a 
sensibility living in and through language. Crafted with 
precision and ingenuity, these poems never strain for 
effect. In Praise of Hotel Rooms shows Zerbst at the height 
of her poetic prowess.”  
- David Medalie

“ Despite having a calm level-headedness about them, Fiona 
Zerbst’s poems carry seams of rich emotional resonance 
below the surface. Her clear regard for the tradition and 
the importance of shape and music – using cadence-
generating tensions between freedom and form – results 
in a subtle layering of meanings and insights. In Praise of 
Hotel Rooms confirms Zerbst as one of the most important 
voices of her generation.” 
 - Douglas Reid Skinner

Fiona Zerbst is the author of four poetry collections: Oleander (Modjaji Books, 2009); Time and Again (UCT 
Younger Poets Series No 1, Snailpress, 2002); the small zone (Snailpress, 1995); and Parting Shots (Carrefour 
Press, 1991). She received an MA in Creative Writing from the University of Cape Town, studying under 
the late Stephen Watson, and a PhD in Creative Writing from the University of Pretoria. Her poems have 
been published in various journals, both locally and abroad, as well as in several anthologies – most 
recently The New Century of South African Poetry (Jonathan Ball Publishers, 2018). She has run her own 
writing and editing business for a decade, and lives and works in Cape Town.

In Praise of Hotel Rooms 
Fiona Zerbst
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
July 2020 
80 Pages
978-1-990936-55-5
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Fiona Zerbst

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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catalien

Oliver Findlay Price was born in 1935, attended St John’s College, Johannesburg and has a BA in Philosophy 
from the University of Cape Town. He worked for several years as a British merchant seaman and has 
travelled extensively in Europe and Africa. After his stint at sea, he endured office jobs for thirty years. 
He has two grown-up children and is now a widower. His stories have appeared in various journals, and 
his poems in Carapace, Stanzas and New Contrast: South African Literary Journal. catalien is his debut poetry 
collection.

catalien 
Oliver Findlay Price
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
March 2020 
55 Pages
9780639809151
Poetry Collection
R150

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Oliver Findlay Price

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

The title catalien engages with the Surrealist notion of a rebus – a puzzle device that combines 
images to suggest or depict a new word and requires unexpected creative conjunctions that 
confuse and then delight when the puzzle resolves itself. The rebus relies on a proliferation of 
meanings and takes pleasure in both the logical and seemingly illogical. catalien is a mystical 
debut collection of poems that harnesses a liberal range of human emotions combined with 
a deceptively charming wickedness. It incorporates a skillful blend of traditional form with 
free verse; in amongst a terrain of cats, fish, birds, dolphins, lizards and snakes, the poet deftly 
draws the reader into his idiosyncratic world.

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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ALLEGORIES OF THE EVERYDAY

“ Allegories of the Everyday illuminates new ground: even as death looms, Brian Walter is more lucid, 
richly rhythmical, wide-ranging, compassionate and (in his own phrase) “relentlessly aware” than 
ever.” – Dan Wylie

Brian Walter holds a doctorate from Rhodes University and taught literature at the University of Fort 
Hare for 19 years. He later worked in educational and community development projects in the Eastern 
Cape and currently mentors the Helenvale Poets and is an active member of the Ecca Poets group. Walter 
has published several collections of poetry, including Baakens (Lovedale Press, 2000) and Otherwise and 
Other Poems (Echoing Green  Press, 2014). His debut collection, Tracks (Lovedale Press, 1999), was the 
recipient of the 2000 Ingrid Jonker Prize. He was also awarded the 1999 Thomas Pringle Award for poetry 
published in journals. His other books include Groundwork: An Introduction to Reading and Writing about 
Poetry (Macmillan, 1997).

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

Allegories of the Everyday 
Brian Walter
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
August 2019 
90 Pages
978-0-6398091-2-0
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Brian Walter

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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missing

Dryad Press’s re-launch of missing underlines the value of a collection that, in Finuala 
Dowling’s words, “covers the archetypal journey from sickness and near- death to transformation 
and hope … — though rich in deftly crafted images, the poems are profoundly inviting, readable, 
memorable”.

Beverly Rycroft’s debut poetry collection, Missing, won the 2012 Ingrid Jonker award. She was also 
awarded the Thomas Pringle Prize for best poem in a journal (2013) and won second place in the Sol 
Plaatje European Union Poetry Competition (2011). Her poetry has appeared in most local publications 
and has been anthologised in school and university textbooks, most recently in the South African Century 
of South African Poetry (Jonathan Ball, 2018). She has read at a number of South African literary festivals 
as well as the Aldeburgh Poetry Festival in the United Kingdom. Beverly is a graduate of the University 
of Cape Town and the University of the Witwatersrand. A qualified teacher, she has taught at schools, in 
industry, and at a teachers’ training college. Rycroft is the author of a novel, A Slim, Green Silence (Umuzi, 
2015) and a second poetry collection, A Private Audience (Dryad Press, 2017).

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

missing
Beverly Rycroft
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
June 2019 
74 Pages
978-0-6398091-0-6
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Beverly Rycroft

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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Otherwise Occupied

In this serious, often playful, sometimes outrageous volume, Murray draws inspiration from contemporary 
women’s experimental poetics. The collection recognises female writers’ equivocal relation to forms of 
the linguistic avant-garde such as L=A=N=G=U=A=G=E poetry, and brings embodiment and affective 
voicing back into the provocative equation. Yet, this is not a simple return to lyric intimacy. Murray inflects 
poetry’s familiar inner speech with the sounds and shapes of found materials  and engaging cultural 
noise. In Otherwise Occupied, the seamlessness of the beautiful, expressive poem becomes otherwise 
under the innovative necessity of the page as an open field of multiple (mis)takes and (mis)givings. Here, 
a poem is a space of enactment, a process of thinking-writing and performative exploration: idea ↔ body, 
lyric ↔ language, innovative necessity ↔ enduring convention. And in the end: there is no subject outside 
language.

Sally Ann Murray is Chair of the English Department at Stellenbosch University. She has an MA (cum laude) and a 
PhD from the University of Natal, Durban. Her novel, Small Moving Parts (Kwela, 2009), won the 2013 UKZN Book 
Prize, the 2010 M-Net Literary Award for Best Novel in English, and the 2010 Herman Charles Bosman Prize for Best 
Publication Media 24. It was also shortlisted for the University of Johannesburg Prize (2010), and the Sunday Times 
Fiction Prize (2010). She was the recipient of the 1991 Sanlam Award for Literature (Poetry) and the 1989 Arthur 
Nortje/Vita Award for poetry. Her poems have recently been published in poetry journals Aerodrome and Five Points, 
and in The New Century of South African Poetry (Jonathan Ball, 2018). Otherwise Occupied is her third poetry volume, 
her previous collections being open season (HardPressd, 2006) and Shifting (Carrefour Press, 1992). She has also 
published short fiction, most recently in the Short.Sharp.Stories competition anthologies Incredible Journey (Mercury 
Books, 2015), Trade Secrets (Tattoo Press, 2017), and Instant Exposure (National Arts Festival, 2018). Her collection, 
Otherwise Occupied was nominated for a 2020 South African Literary Award.

Author Biography

Otherwise Occupied
Sally Ann Murray
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
April 2019 
90 Pages
978-0-6399141-7-6
Poetry Collection
R200

Bibliographic  Information

Sally Ann Murray

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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LANDSCAPES OF LIGHT AND LOSS

“ The poems in this collection bear witness with the crisp attention of a Robert Capa photograph. These 
ecosystems, each with their own by-laws ... hold together such a curious, nearly impossible balance in 
his new book.” 

  – David Keplinger, author of Another City (Milkweed Editions, 2018)

Stephen Symons has published poetry and short-fiction in journals, magazines and anthologies, locally 
and internationally. His debut collection, Questions for the Sea (uHlanga, 2016) received an honourable 
mention for the 2017 Glenna Luschei Prize for African Poetry, and was also shortlisted for the 2017 Ingrid 
Jonker Prize. His unpublished collection Spioenkop was a semi-finalist for the Hudson Prize for Poetry 
(USA) in 2015. His second collection, Landscapes of Light and Loss, was published by Dryad Press in 2018. 
Symons holds a PhD in History (University of Pretoria) and an MA in Creative Writing (University of 
Cape Town). He lives with his family in Oranjezicht, Cape Town.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

LANDSCAPES OF LIGHT AND LOSS 
Stephen Symons
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
October 2018 
90 Pages
978-0-6399141-4-5
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Stephen Symons

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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THE CORONER’S WIFE

Joan Hambidge has published over 25 collections of poetry. Her work uses the magnifying lense of poetry to dissect, 
examine and recompose the material of her own life and work, and in so doing, explores ideas and issues central to 
our understanding of language and meaning.

The poems selected for translation in this compilation offer insights into her views across a spectrum of four 
categories: city life; love and family; ars poetica; and time and eternity. The Coroner’s Wife offers English readers the 
unique opportunity to experience a prolific and renowned Afrikaans poet in their own language. Translations have 
been sensively rendered by well- known poets, Charl JF Cilliers, Johann de Lange, Jo Nel and Douglas Reid Skinner.

Joan Hambidge’s debut book of poetry, Hartskrif, was published in 1985.   Her second collection, 
Bitterlemoene, published in 1986, was the recipient of the Eugène Marais Prize. She was also awarded 
the Litera Prize for her poem on Eugène Marais (which appeared in Lykdigte) and the ATKV Poetry 
Prize for her collection, Visums by Verstek. In the decades since receiving these awards, Hambidge has 
written prolifically and produced over 25 poetry collections, the most recent being Indeks, (Human & 
Rousseau, 2016). Since 1992, she has been a professor at the School of Literature and Languages at the 
University of Cape Town. In 2016, she was also appointed to the Council of the University of Stellenbosch.  
She is an active reviewer, literary theorist and public intellectual, and has written extensively on 
Postmodernism, deconstruction and gender. She has also published various novels, including Die 
Judaskus(Perskor, 1988) and Kladboek (Protea, 2008).

THE CORONER’S WIFE
Joan Hambidge
Johann De Lange, Douglas Reid Skinner et al
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
June 2018 
87 Pages
978-0-639-91412-1
Poetry Collection
R200

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Joan Hambidge

Title:
Author:
Translators
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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Joan Hambidge

AN UNOBTRUSIVE VICE

“  Tony Ullyatt’s collection evidences a strong poetic 
art displaying a variety of techniques. The collection 
contains engaging ekphrastic verse and investigates 
the impact of a personal history in gripping family 
portraits. There is discourse with other poets and 
cynical, distanced love poems; all neatly wrapped up 
in a masterful play with words.” - Joan Hambidge

“Tony Ullyatt is that rare thing: a poet’s poet, but   
 at the same time utterly accessible. His poems are   
 deliciously dense, his images rich and sharp and his   
 tone ironical, lightly seasoned with humour. Poetry  
  itself is his unobtrusive vice.” - Johann de Lange

Tony Ullyatt is an award-winning author, scriptwriter, playwright, literary critic, poet and 
translator. He was born in Nottingham and educated in the United Kingdom, India, Kenya, 
South Africa and New Zealand. Between 1983 and 2003, he was professor of English at the 
University of the Free State in Bloemfontein, South Africa. His first poems appeared in 1974 and 
his work has since been published locally and internationally. He is the author of A Profusion 
of Choices: An Introduction to the Study of Poems (JL Van Schaik, 1994). His debut collection, An 
Unobtrusive Vice (Dryad Press, 2018), was the recipient of the 2019 South African Literary Award 
for poetry.

AN UNOBTRUSIVE VICE 
Tony Ullyatt
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
January 2018 
89 Pages
978- 0- 6399141- 0- 7
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Tony Ullyatt

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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A PRIVATE AUDIENCE

“ Larger than love and fucked- up / as family’: with its bittersweet evocations of a father feared in 
childhood and nursed in old age, whose character teeters dangerously between Minotaur and 
King Lear, Beverly Rycroft ‘s A Private Audience is remarkable for its lithe feats of metaphor, its 
imaginative recall, its satisfying score settling and, ultimately, its tender song of a woman (wife, 
mother, daughter) who has come through.” – Finuala Dowling

Beverly Rycroft was born in the eastern Cape.  She is a graduate of the University 
of  Cape Town and the University of the Witwatersrand. A qualified teacher, 
she taught widely at various schools before turning full- time to writing and 
journalism.  Her poetry has appeared in most local publications and has been 
anthologised in school textbooks. Her debut poetry collection, missing, won the 
2012 Ingrid Jonker award.  In 2013, she was awarded the Thomas Pringle Prize 
for best poem in a journal. Her first novel,  A  Slim, Green Silence, was published 
by Umuzi in 2015.  A Private Audience is her second poetry  collection.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

A PRIVATE AUDIENCE 
Beverly Rycroft
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
October 2017 
64 Pages
978- 0- 620- 76486- 5
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography
Beverly Rycroft

https://dryadpress.co.za/books/
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METAPHYSICAL BALM

“ Michèle Betty’s collection with its protagonist Owl, breaks open the doors that keep life’s mysteries 
hidden from view. Mystical and yet deeply grounded in the human(e) these are the sorts of poems 
which flood heart and brain with a brilliant, bloody light.” 

– Professor Meg Vandermerwe, University of the Western Cape

Michèle Betty is the founder of Dryad Press, an independent publishing company 
dedicated to the promotion and publication of poetry in South Africa. She has a BA 
LLB from the University of the Witwatersrand and a Masters in Art in Creative Writing 
from the University of Cape Town. Her poems have appeared in journals both in South 
Africa and abroad, and have been anthologised in various collections most recently 
in, The New Century of South African Poetry (Jonathan Ball, 2018). Her debut collection, 
Metaphysical Balm was published in March 2017 and a second collection, Dark Horse, is 
forthcoming in 2021.

Title:
Author:
Publisher:
Date:
Length:
ISBN: 
Type: 
Retail Price:

METAPHYSICAL BALM
Michèle Betty
Dryad Press (Pty) Ltd Publication 
March 2017 
64 Pages
978- 0- 620- 74504- 8
Poetry Collection
R180

Bibliographic  Information

Author Biography

Michèle Betty
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